
PGCME 2015-Comments

 Please make technical discussion classes also clinically oriented. 2) Case discussion-

more interactive; felt like Rusting.3. Please put all topics in our not only 3 of the
topics there; rest only names, when we tried to down load no ppt was there.

 15-30 minutes lunch break is enough. Try to finish the session before 5Pm
 A 5 min break between 2 consequents sessions will be helpful. Apart from that this

year CME was excellent in most aspects and fulfilled its purpose. Excellent effort.
Quiz was very good idea.

 All Presentations were very good. Just I have a complaint,  not complaint rather a

request regarding chair which would be better if it is with attached writing desk.
 Am sitting in middle row, difficult to see the main slide projection.
 Animation videos for explanation of concepts of molecular  biology,  case study to

explain concepts
 Approach  to  haematology  an  eye  opener  for  investigations  and  can  provide

accommodations.

 Avoiding giving routinely tag. You can give, belt, other materials useful.
 Bleeding disorders. Speaker Excellent. But due to time limit, too speeds not get time

to write of even see slides it is not in the presentation also. Suggest better time also.
Please help us.

 Can be split into 2 sessions. Too much information for an hour.
 Can you please increase the font size in the slides
 case  discussions  and  haemocytomorphometry  were  best  lectures  and  clear  out

concepts very nicely.

 Diagnosis of Leukemia - The talk was too fast
 Divide tour of lab into 3-days & left to 45 minutes per day that'll be good
 During tour of labs it was difficult during low stations to below the explanation being

given and it was little crowded & to see the screens as we could not stand closer
 Enlightening CME
 Excellent  and  clear  n  useful  presentations.  Thank  u  for  organizing  this  type  of

presentations.
 Excellent case discussion, We would like to see few Peripheral smear / cases together

with the CME
 Excellent perfect time management
 Excellent training program. I  would recommend this course to all  my juniors.  Dr.

Vikram& his faculty are inspiring &committed. God bless their endeavours
 Excellent. Lymphoma session was too long
 Except Coagulation lab, all lab tour - boring
 Few topics were covered a little fast so was little difficult to follow them. 
 Good presentation but still topics regarding common Haematology can be improved
 Haem Lab I - No demonstration



 Haemocytomorphometry  we are  not  familiar  with  it  very  well.  Hence  during  the

lecture could not able to follow very fast with the value
 Have the sessions on the molecular before going to the lab
 I actually come here for another programme because of the excellent teaching by Dr.

Vikram&Dr.Biju
 I feel very proud by attended the lectures excellent topic and lecture
 I found that everything was too deep to understand at a PG Level. Could have been

more  Clinical.  It’s  enoughif  we  know  just  5  important  clues/points  in  each
presentation which could have been stressed at our level. 

 Plz add more easy ways to  learn /  understand the concepts  rather  than too many

graphs &nos

 In the case discussion -If someone had wrong answers- we should discuss why they

thought  of  that  answer.  Coagulation  pathway  video  was  excellent-helps  in
understanding a lot new concept.

 It was a excellent presentation by everyone. Combined approach of lab haematology

and clinical presentation was very useful.
 Kindly upload ppt on coagulation disorder thrombocytopenia
 it was wonderful having listened to your lectures. You introduced haematology as a

new  scientific  field  which  I  was  less  exposed  to  in  terms  of  knowledge  and
experience.

 It  would be helpful to have one more TV at front as the pathology slides are not

veryclear just because the TV is far from the place.
 Kindly allot at least one whole day for the tour of laboratories

 kindly avoid overlapping of topics between the speaker

 Kindly cut short the timing of presentations.
 kindly include ppts as notes with articals give CD of ppts
 Kindly keep sessions in auditorium which has gallery like. So that will not be difficult

to see the screen.
 Kindly make out the ApN  in HPE Slides.
 Kindly provide extra time For taking rest
 Kindly reduce the lectures in the first day of the CMC
 Lab tour needed little more explanation. Esp. cytogenetics
 Laboratory evaluation of bleeding disorders talk was too fast. So could not follow it

well.
 Laboratory tour Molecular gene- couldn't  able to follow. If too rapid presentation,

Hemato,cytoexplanation was good
 Long  day maintained  Good time  management.  Highly  relevant  topics.  Could  you

please provide CDs with all the power point presentations on the last day. But since
this  is  CMC. Serving pre packed lunch in plastic  dishes with plastic  cutlery does



result  in  waste of plenty food and a lot  more of trash for the waste management
program.

 Lunch interval need not be so long. Overall time can be reduced
 Molecular biology class could be explained, the basics in more detail for the clinical

students.
 Molecular lab talk was difficult to understand
 Molecular lab tour couldhave been better concepts really couldn't understand
 More Clinical scenario discussion in each lecture to make it more interesting. Difficult

to follow BM/Slides
 More of pathologic slides. We clinically cant appreciate much
 More time could be spent on Case discussion
 More time for the tour of laboratories to get a better idea
 Nice Lunch. Nice explanation from faculties. Continue this
 Not  able  to  see  the  screen  properly.  Since  today  of  bigger,  station  obscuring  the

screen. Seating arrangement should be like in the auditorium. Same times to feels
boring and monotonous.

 Overall it was good. I expected more of clinical Scenarios. Please we don't need very

indetailed mechanisms of every cells and cell counters.
 Pathology was more which was way beyond our understanding level
 Please add all slides to net. so we can get missed points. Especially lab. Evaluation of

bleeding disorder.
 Please provide with the power point presentation of the CME online. It will be of

great help for us.
 Please take necessary arrangement to make sure that the interesting topic are taken

before lunch break of lab evaluation of coagulation disorder.
 Pls didn't give equal time to all presentation allow time as the exp & topic
 Pls give the slide of powerpoint presentation. Especially Coagulation
 Seating arrangement may be improved. Not able to visualise the presentation from

back.  More interactions with candidates.
 Some topics as were poor pathology - over the head for the MD medicine people
 Speaker was outstanding drsukesh had materials to fulfil our comphrensioned
 Tea break should be there in morning also. Give presentation to the participants by

email or online
 The faculty should give their introduction so that we have some background about

them
 the first session was a lengthy one might have given two tea breaks and please arrange

accommodation.
 The groups were too big would have asked to see more of the path lab
 The lab evaluation of bleeding disorders session was too hasty.
  Although the slides were very informative, there was a whole bit which was missed.
 The online links for presentations is not working. Kindly do the needful and upload

all the presentation.
 The Quiz was useful. It kept me awake. 



 The tour of labs can be a bit more structured. Flowcytometry& molecular Sciences

concepts were lastly initiated & completed
 third day was so ineresting
 to much of pathology than medicine
 Too much of information loaded in short span of time
 Tour of labs - The grops where too big & time too short
 Tour of labs was very crowded and half of the group did not get to see / hear some

things
 Tour was very informative. Discussion very good
 Try to provide Audio Visual in lab tour & process of Ix
 Usefullpls give atleast 1 min to answer for the quiz
 Very well orgainzed. Lot of new concepts discussed very informative. Kudos! To the

organizing committee.
 We couldn't clarify our doubts in lab tour.so sufficient time will be helpful
 We had good discussion today. I want discuss answers for use Quiz
 Well organized. But I personally find coagulation could have been a little more slow.

Especially concepts which is always been tough to average students.
 Wise topics to choose for a Haematology conference. Great Efforts!!! 
 Workshop can be planned


